What you we need for
St. Thomas Episcopal School 2021-2022
All students need to bring:

(PLEASE label all items)

*Daily water bottle
*Daily morning snack
*Daily Blue School Tote Bag ($15) purchased from the office ORDER FORM
(or a backpack that is large enough to hold a laptop so all the items that travel to and from
can fit easily inside)

*rainboots to be kept at school
*3 extra sets of clothes (PreK/GOT send extra navy bottoms, underwear, and socks)

Full day children also need:
*Daily

Lunch– Lunchbox with a Bento type boxes are

recommended for Toddlers, Twos, and Threes to help teachers open
quickly
Suggested Places to purchase:
*Nap

Bento

Target Walmart

Mat- with the child’s name visible on the outside.

Name can

be written in sharpie on the handle, a tag, or anywhere it can be seen
when rolled up. Bring in the 1st of day the week and goes home end
of week to be washed.
Suggested Places to purchase:

Amazon

Etsy

**STES provides thick, wipeable mats
that adds cushion under each child’s nap mat.**

Target

What should my child wear…
Write Your Child’s Name On Every Item Sent to Campus that needs to return home
Preschool
Preschool students must wear clothes appropriate for a busy day and for the current season. Art fun and
active play is part of our day so children could come home with art materials on their clothing. For safety
purposes children must wear closed-back and close-toed shoes with rubber soles and footwear such as
sandals and flip-flops are not allowed. Although we do not have a hair policy for preschool, if the teacher
determines that the hairstyle is a distraction STES reserves the right to conference with the parents to
reach a resolution.

Cold Weather Recommendations
We will be going outside to the playground as long as the weather is above 40 degrees. Please ensure
that your child has the appropriate outerwear for the weather conditions (jackets, mittens, and hat).

EVERYONE at STES:
FRIDAYS:

(Order Form Coming Soon)

Tiger Tee-shirt purchased from STES with any shorts, pants, skirts, and leggings.
Appropriate closed-toed comfortable shoes should be worn.

Accessories- Clothing, backpacks, lunch boxes and other items should reflect positive Christian principles

UNIFORMS: PreK 4 and Gift of Time Students REQUIRED
Optional for Younger Children

BOYS:
Daily Uniform:
M/T/TH
Dress Uniform:
Wednesday

Navy pants or navy shorts** (button or elastic)
Flynn O’Hara Red Polo (short or long sleeve)
Any socks and any tennis shoes
Navy flat front pants or shorts** (button or elastic)
Blue oxford shirt (either long or short sleeve)
Any socks and any tennis shoes

GIRLS:
Daily Uniform:
M/T/TH

Dress Uniform:
Wednesday

Navy flat front skort, pants, shorts**
Flynn O’Hara Red Polo (short or long sleeve)
Navy knit dress (with navy shorts/navy solid leggings)
Any socks and any tennis shoes
Hair Adornments within reason/not distracting
Flynn O’Hara uniform jumper w/ white blouse (shorts underneath)
Any socks and any tennis shoes
Hair adornments – matching uniform pieces only

Gently Worn Uniforms available for purchase SHOP Here
**Navy bottoms (twill/cotton not sweatpants or cargo) can be purchased from retailers
like Children’s Place, Old Navy, Target that have similar items to Flynn O’Hara**

